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Examples of “Columbus” Philately:

Goal:
To focus upon various 
“Columbus” items and enjoy 
the journey of discovering 
Columbus through philately.

Spain Scott #B194

Italy Scott #578

Trinidad Scott #91 Bahamas Scott #464 Venezuela Scott #136

El Salvador Scott #1283a-fEl Salvador Scott #1243a-f
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A Guide to Start with... 

A guide to collecting “Columbus” or any topic is “Topical Relevance” …meaning that the topic or 
theme of the stamp has cultural, physical or historical significance to the issuing country. 

For the Columbus topical, start with Spain and Italy and then move on to the lands Columbus sailed 
among and discovered (the Caribbean Islands, Central America and northern South America).

Next, collect from those countries where the Spanish heritage became imbedded culturally and 
historically because of Columbus’ travels (Latin America and North America). 

Your collection is guided by historical fact and not by the whims of stamp-issuing entities that have 
no connection with Columbus. However, since collecting is a disease with no known cure, your 
collection can quickly get out-of-control (like mine) and contain most anything and everything. 

The important thing is to collect what you like. Maybe start with a sub-topic within the “Columbus” 
sphere. One that interests you most ...be it Columbus landings, maps, Columbus’ ships, portraits of 
Queen Isabella and Columbus, etc.

Dominica 
Scott #1038 
(27 Jul 1987) Map:
Columbus’ explorations 
in the Leeward Islands
(Second Voyage).

United States Scott #2625c 
(22 May 1992) Portraits: 
Queen Isabella of Spain
Christopher Columbus.

Anguilla Scott #178 
(10 Sep 1973) 
Columbus Landing

Note: The items 
displayed do not reflect 
their actual size.
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U.S. Scott #2629a (22 May 1992) Christopher Columbus. Similar in design to U.S. Scott #245 
but has “1992” in upper right corner rather than “1892.” The silver Columbian half dollar shown 
(cover cachet) was issued by the Bureau of the Mint in 1892 and 1893 to raise funds for the 
World’s Columbian Exposition held in 1893. Both coins have the same design, but different year 
date.

Note: Use of the 1992 $5.00 Columbian on regular mail is not common as most collectors saved 
mint copies. In regard to the silver half dollars, the 1892 coin (shown) is more difficult to find 
than the 1893 coin.

Spain Scott #2682 

(22 May 1992) Columbus, Colon, Colombo. 
Postcard of Columbus with Columbus stamp 
(Spain) with Columbus pictorial Spanish 
cancellation: Correo Español 22-31 Mayo 
(1992) World Columbian Stamp Expo ’92 
Chicago. 

A maximum card is made up of three 
elements: the postcard, the stamp and the 
postmark. A stamp is placed on the picture 
side of the card where the stamp and card are 
similar, but not exactly the same. The 
postmark should be appropriate to the stamp 
and postcard.
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Stamps: Columbus’ house in Genoa, Columbus’ fleet, Map of first voyage, Columbus pointing to 
land, Columbus coming ashore, Columbus (Colón, Colombo) and art by Michelangelo.

Italy First Day Cover 
Scott #1906-11  

18 Sep 1992 Genoa 
’92 issue, set of six. 

Italy Scott #578 (05 May 1951) Landing of Columbus in 
San Salvador 12 Oct 1492. Based on the fresco in the 
Chapel (upper floor) of Palazzo Duccale in Genoa, Italy. 
Stamp issued to commemorate the 500th Anniversary of 
the birth of Christopher Columbus.

San Marino Scott #1210 (06 Sep 1990) Artifacts, 
Map, Columbus: Discovery of America issue on 
postcard of portrait of Christopher Columbus by 
Ghirlandoia with similar portrait pictorial 
cancellation: San Marino 12.10.90 Vastophil 90 Verso 
Colombo ’92. (Maximum Card)

Maximaphily, the hobby of creating and collecting 
Maximum Cards, is not well-known in the United 
States. Cards are difficult to find. 

Aruba Scott #83
Christopher Columbus
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Spain First Day Cover Scott #2675-76 (05 May 1992) Preparation Before Departing from Palos 
(painting by R. Espejo); Globe, ships, and buildings at La Rábida. Both stamps with CEPT logo 
(European Conference of Postal and Telecommunications Administrations).

Cover cachet with drawing of three “ships” and CEPT logo. Pictorial cancellation with CEPT 
logo and First Day issue date: Barcelona 5 de Mayo 1992.

In 1992, forty-two Europa countries issued 90 stamps to celebrate the “500 years of the 
Discovery of the Americas” by Columbus. This was the Europa theme for that year and it was 
also the last year that the CEPT logo was in use on Europa stamps.

Italy Scott #1881 (02 May 1992) Monument to Christopher 
Columbus at Cristoforo Colombo Airport, Genoa, Italy. The 
stamp was modeled after the bronze monument “Cristoforo 
Colombo” by Gino Giannetti in 1989. It weighs 220 tons 
and is 6 meters tall. This stamp is a 1992 Discovery of 
America EUROPA issue.

To see if a Columbus monument is in your area ...visit this 
link. It shows 591 monuments of Columbus or his 
companions:

http://columbus.vanderkrogt.net

http://columbus.vanderkrogt.net
http://columbus.vanderkrogt.net
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Bahamas First Day Cover 
Scott #762 (12 Oct 1992) 
Souvenir Sheet showing the 
First Landfall of Christopher 
Columbus (Cristobal Colón) 
on San Salvador Island 
(Bahamas) on October 12, 
1492. 

Portrait of Columbus as 
cover cachet and pictorial 
cancellation of a ship and 
date of issue: 12 Oct 1992. 

 The Souvenir Sheet shows several “1492 LANDFALL OF COLUMBUS 1942” overprint issues 
(from Scott #116-29) over map and route of the First Voyage of Christopher Columbus 
(Cristóbal Colón). World Stamp Expo ’89 logo as cover cachet and pictorial cancellation. 

Notice the route of Columbus’ voyage: He sailed at a lower latitude going to the Caribbean using 
the trade winds (blowing east to west) and when he returned to Spain, he sailed at a higher 
latitude using the Westerlies (winds blowing from the west to the east). He did this on all four 
voyages.

Bahamas Scott #464 (09 Jul 1980) Landfall 
of Christopher Columbus, October 12, 1492.

Landfall, in nautical terms, is the first
land sighted after a voyage.

Bahamas First Day Cover 
Scott #687 (17 Nov 1989) 
Souvenir Sheet
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United States Scott #2625a (22 May 1992) Landing of Columbus. Similar to U.S. Scott #231 of 
1893. Both commemorate Christopher Columbus and members of his crew when they landed on 
San Salvador (Island of the Bahamas) on 12 Oct 1492. Their design was based on the painting 
“Landing of Columbus” by John Vanderlyn. It was installed in the Rotunda of the U.S. Capitol, 
Washington, D.C. in 1847. Note: In nautical language, the landing is the act of going or setting 
on shore from a vessel.

U.S. Scott #231 (01 Jan 1893) quantity issued: 1,464,588,750

U.S. Scott #2625a (22 May 1992) quantity issued:   1,185,170

U.S. Scott #231 (01 Jan 1893) Landing of Columbus on trimmed advertising cover with 27 
Apr ???? San Francisco cancellation. SMOKE BILL NYE CICARS
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United States Scott #2628a (22 May 1992) Columbus Presenting Natives. The design of the 
stamp was modeled after the painting “The Reception at Court” by Italian artist Luigi Gregori 
(1819-1896).

Compare the stamp with his mural (cover cachet). It is located just inside the main entrance of 
the Main Building (Administration Building with the Golden Dome) of the University of Notre 
Dame, South Bend, Indiana. 

This mural is one in a series Luigi Gregori painted while there as Professor and artist-in-
residence. Visit this building with the “Golden Dome” and see the work of Luigi Gregori at: 

www.tour.nd.edu/locations/the-main-building/video/

Spain Scott #C143 (12 Oct 1952) King Ferdinand of Spain 500th Birth Anniversary. Stamp 
showing portrait of King Ferdinand and the scene “Columbus Presenting Natives” like that on 
the 10-cent U.S. Columbians (#237 and #2628a). 

The stamp shown is from a set of five: Spain Scott #C139-43. The scene is modeled after a 
painting by the Italian artist Luigi Gregori entitled “The Reception at Court.” Columbus had just 
returned from his first voyage and traveled to Barcelona to attend the Court of the “Catholic 
Kings.”

http://tour.nd.edu/locations/the-main-building/video/
http://tour.nd.edu/locations/the-main-building/video/
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Spain Scott #B194b (31 Mar 1992) Santa María, Niña and Pinta. The pictorial cancellation of 
Queen Isabella and Christopher Columbus commemorates the 1997 “Columbus” Seminar hosted 
by the Christopher Columbus Philatelic Society which was held in the Treaty House in 
Tordesillas, Spain. This is where the Treaty of Tordesillas was signed in 1494 by Spain and 
Portugal dividing the newly discovered world.

1951 “Isabella” Cover 
Commemorating the 500th Birth 
Anniversary of Queen Isabel, La 
Católica of Spain. The Pictorial 
Cancellation shows Y= Ysabel (old 
Spanish) and Madrigal de las Altas 
Torres (her birth town). Similar 
cancellations of Arévalo, Medina 
del Campo, Valladolid, Barcelona, 
Granada are a descubrimiento 
(a find) ...well worth the “hunt.”

Spain Scott B194 (31 Mar 
1992) Souvenir Sheet with 
three Columbus type stamps of 
1930 (Santa María, Niña, and 
Pinta), 17 Pesetas each plus 5 
Peseta surcharge and label in 
center showing the Christopher 
Columbus Monument in 
Barcelona, Spain.
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Treaty of Tordesillas: After disputes between Spain and Portugal over the title to lands they 
discovered in the late 1400s, Pope Alexander VI (born in Spain) re-negotiated the previous Line 
of Demarcation (decree of 04 May 1493) and officially ratified a new Line during a meeting in 
the Spanish town of Tordesillas in June of 1494. The Treaty of Tordesillas re-established the line 
370 leagues (1,770 km) west of the Cape Verde Islands. 

This imaginary line ran north and south through the mid-Atlantic giving Spain title of any 
unclaimed territories to the west of the line and Portugal would have possession of any unclaimed 
territory to the east of the line. 

Politics more than 500 years ago: 
(Humor) 

The Treaty of Tordesillas: Dividing 
the World ...“I will take this and 
you can have that.” 

Spain Scott #3121b (15 Oct 2001) 
with similar pictoral cancellation.

Spain Scott #2783-84 National Archives, Simanca; Treaty of Tordesillas, 500th Anniversary 
issue. Pictorial Cancellation of World divided by  Treaty of Tordesillas. Cachet cover of King 
Sancho Ramirez, 900th Anniversary of his Death.
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Dominican Republic First Day Cover Scott #1065-66 (12 Oct 1989) UPAE Unión Postal de las 
Américas y España (Spain) pre-Columbian artifacts and customs issue: Cohoba silver statue and 
ritual dance; Taino vessel and pestle, Taino family preparing cassava.

UPAE (Union Postal América and España) is an independent international intergovernmental 
organization of the Americas and Spain. Portugal joined in 1990, thus the UPAEP acronym used 
later issues. Similar to the Europa countries in that the member countries issue a set of stamps 
each year with a common theme or topic.

The theme in 1989 for UPAE member nations: Pre-Columbian artifacts and customs. Notice 
that the cover cachet of the two Taino people is similar in design to the stamp on the right.

Venezuela First Day Cover UPAE Scott #1433-34 pair (17 Oct 1989) showing the UPAE emblem 
and pre-Columbian artifacts: Man figure and vessel. Cover cachet and pictorial cancellation show 
pre-Columbian artifacts. 
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Costa Rica First Day Cover Scott #434a pair of stamps #433-434 (21 Dec 1990) Birds: Ara 
macao and Ara ambigua; and Scott #436a (pair #435-436) trees: Cassia grandis and Tabebuia 
ochracea. Native to the New World at the time of Christopher Columbus. 

UPAE issue of 21 Dec 1990. Cover cachet of similar bird on stamp and pictorial cancellation of 
Upae emblem. The theme in 1990 for UPAE member nations: “natural sights seen by the 
discoverers.”

Dominican Republic UPAE First Day Cover Scott #1109-10 (16 Dec 1991) Voyages of the 
Discoverer: La Santa María; Christopher Columbus (Cristóbal Colón). Cachet showing one world 
going to another with three ships underneath. Viajes del Descubridor (Voyages of the 
Discoverer). 

UPAE Unión Postal de las Américas y España (Spain) similar to Europa in that the member 
nations issue a set of stamps each year with a common theme or topic. 1991 theme: Voyages of 
Discovery.

Dominican Republic 
UPAE First Day Cover 
Scott #1109-10 
16 Dec 1991 
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Containing what are purported to be the remains of Christopher Columbus, the monument is 
both a mausoleum and a museum. Cover cachet of Christopher Columbus (Cristóbal Colón). 
Cover cancellation: Faro a Colón on Columbus Day, October 12, 1992. The Lighthouse is a 
cross-shaped monument with a dimension of 680 feet by 195 feet. On special occasions, lights 
are beamed up into the sky forming a cross shape when captured by the clouds. ...A spectacular 
sight that can be seen in Puerto Rico.

Dominican Republic
First Day Cover 
Scott #1123-24 (12 Oct 1992) 
Columbus Lighthouse (Faro a 
Colón) in Santo Domingo, 
Dominican Republic.

Columbus Lighthouse (Faro a Colon) Scott #1019  
(22 Dec 1987) Souvenir Sheet commemorating 
the 50th Anniversary of the Pan-American 
Goodwill flight to South America by the planes 
Colón, Pinta, Niña and Santa Maria to promote 
the proposed Columbus Lighthouse. Only 20,000 
two Peso Souvenir sheets were issued showing 
Scott #C30 (imperforate). The goodwill flight 
started on 12 Nov 1937 from Santo Domingo, 
Dominican Republic and ended in tragedy on 29 
Dec 1937 when three planes crashed in the side of 
a mountain after flying too low over towns near 
Cali, Colombia. 

The airplane Colon was the only one of four (Colón, Niña, Pinta 
and Santa María) that made it back on the Goodwill flight to 
South America in 1937. The plane and pilot Frank Feliz 
Miranda, Sr. are featured on the Dominican Republic Stamp 
Scott #1018 (22 Dec 1987).
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British Virgin Islands First Day Covers Scott #781 (24 Sep 1993) Souvenir Sheet 
Commemorating the 500th Anniversary of Christopher Columbus’ Discovery of the Virgin 
Islands in 1493: Natives watching Columbus’ ships from shore, Columbus’ (Colon) Coat of 
Arms on Souvenir Sheet with four of his ships nearing shore. Cover cachet of Compass Rose 
and cancellation: Road Town British Virgin Islands and First Day of Issue 24 Sep 1993.

British Virgin Islands First Day Cover Scott #782 (24 Sep 1993) Souvenir Sheet 
Commemorating the 500th Anniversary of Christopher Columbus’ Discovery of the Virgin 
Islands in 1493 on his second voyage: Portrait of Christopher Columbus (Colón) and two of his 
ships on the stamp and a scene of Columbus Landing on the shores of the Virgin Islands on the 
Souvenir Sheet.

Note: A nice display can be made showing the various landing scenes of Columbus during his 
four voyages to the New World: San Salvador (Bahamas), Anguilla, Virgin Islands, Trinidad, 
Venezuela, Honduras, Costa Rica, etc.
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Venezuela First Day Cover Scott #1468b, #1468d, #1468c  (12 Dec 1991) three stamps from set 
of five #1468a-e. Ship Santa María, Sailor on ship sighting land, Map of New World by Juan de 
la Cosa. Note the portrait of Christopher Columbus in the pictorial cancellation. Cover cachet of 
Columbus’ ships.

Venezuela First Day Cover Scott #1468e, #1468a (12 Dec 1991) two stamps from set of five 
#1468a-e. King Ferdinand and Queen Isabella with Columbus at Court upon his return; Coat 
of Arms of Christopher Columbus (Colón). Note the portrait of Christopher Columbus in the 
pictorial cancellation. Cover cachet of Columbus’ ships.
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Italy Scott #666 (31 Dec 1954) 500th Anniversary of the birth of Amerigo 
Vespucci. He was an Italian explorer, financier, navigator and 
cartographer who demonstrated that Brazil and the lands Columbus 
discovered, did not represent Asia’s eastern shores as Columbus believed, 
but instead constituted an entirely separate landmass hitherto unknown. In 
1507, Martin Waldseemüller produced a world map on which he named 
the new continent “America” after Vespucci's first name, Amerigo.

Italy First Day Cover Scott #2252 (12 Aug 1998) Commemorating Christopher Columbus 
(Colón, Colombo) and his landing in Venezuela on his third voyage to the New World in 1498 
and commemorating the explorations of Amerigo Vespucci. The pictorial cancellation shows the 
same profile of both Vespucci and Columbus as they are featured on the stamp. A joint issue 
(similar design) with Venezuela (Scott #1595) was also issued 12 Aug 1998.

Venezuela Scott #1595 (12 Aug 1998) 
Commemorating the landing of 
Christopher Columbus in Venezuela 
and explorations of Amerigo Vespucci.
(joint issue with Italy).
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Venezuela Scott #136 (07 Jul 1893) Landing of Columbus in 1498 on the shore of Venezuela on 
Columbus’ third voyage to the New World. This landing on the mainland of South America 
(Costa Firme) meant he landed on a (new) continent. 

The stamp was printed by the American Bank Note Company to commemorate the participation 
of Venezuela in the World’s Columbian Exposition in Chicago in 1893 and the 400th 
Anniversary of the Discovery of America in 1892 (one million stamps were printed).

The American Bank Note Company also printed the 1893 U.S. Columbians Scott #230-245.

Venezuela Scott #1466 (29 Nov 1991) 
Souvenir Sheet showing Venezuela 
Scott #136 which commemorated the 
400th Anniversary of the Discovery of 
the mainland of South America. 

Trinidad Scott #91 (31 Jul 1898) Landing of Columbus on Trinidad: 
Commemorating the 400th Anniversary of the discovery of the island 
of Trinidad on July 31, 1498 by Christopher Columbus during his third 
voyage.

Note: The stamp is not proof that Columbus actually set foot on the 
island on July 31, 1498 as there are conflicting reports that he may 
have simply witnessed the event by his crew members (due to illness).
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A ticket to ride the Ferris Wheel cost only fifty cents. The twenty minute ride made two 
complete revolutions: the first involving six stops to allow passengers to exit and enter and the 
second, a nine minute non-stop rotation...surely a lifetime experience.

The Ferris Wheel, built by George Washington Gale Ferris, had 36 passenger cars each able to 
accommodate up to 60 people, giving a total capacity of 2,160 persons!

Pictorial cancellation: 26 Nov 1993 SUPEX STATION La Grange-Countryside, Illinois 
commemorating the 100th Anniversary of the Ferris Wheel built by George Washington Gale 
Ferris, Jr. On postcard: “Landing of Columbus” painting by John Vanderlyn. Portion of stamp 
design is based on this painting. This large 12 x 18 foot painting was placed in the Rotunda of 
the U.S. Capitol, Washington D. C. in 1847.

Maldives Scott #1672 
(15 Apr 1992) Souvenir sheet 
showing Mickey and Minnie 
enjoying the 1893 World’s 
Columbian Exposition in 
Chicago, Illinois. They rode 
the Ferris Wheel, toured the 
Midway and visited the 
Exhibition Buildings.

U.S. Scott #2616 (24 Jan 1992)


